PROPENOMICS
Understanding How to Get It Right in Property Investment – Part 1
The Whole Idea
When did the Propenomics
idea pop up into my mind? I
think I cannot reply to this
question as it has been there
for long and has been growing
and getting shape through the
day by day practical experience
plus all the studies and
resear hes I’ e do e i a
years long business life in Real
Estate. I’ e ee stud i g a d
working in the Real Estate
industry in several countries
around the world, from US and
Canada down to Mexico, Brazil
and Argentina. Then back to
Europe in Italy, Spain and
Austria till when in 1988 I
dis o ered a
agi part of
the world: South East Asia.
I’ sa i g Magi e ause at those ti es opportu ities here everywhere and one had to simply
decide the where and when and then move forward. Since then Malaysia has been a fast growing
Country with a decently perfor i g e o o
a d I’
ot regretti g
de isio to ele t it to
first ho e. Goi g a k to the ai topi here, the ea i g of Prope o i s, let e sa that I’ e
oi ed this e
ord i
k o ledge has e er ee used efore applied to properties as it
comes from the matching of two very powerful terms: Property Investment and Economic
Performance. How do they relate to each other and ho the are oosted through ea h other’s
boosting effect is the deep meaning of Prope o i s or Ho to Get It Right i Propert I est e t .
The basic fundamentals, getting started
Property or Real Estate is not an Economic Driver but the logic and natural consequence of a
properly Planned and Executed Economic Growth. In other words Property Market is not something
that can stay, grown and develop on its own but is normally caused by the industrial, agricultural and
services development in a certain area of a certain country. All these growth developments are part
of a u h igger pla that is alled Cou tr ’s E o omic Development, we need to look at the very
big picture first to see and understand the current and future areas of growth. We need to
understand that there are much higher chances of profit (either capital gain or ROI – Return On
Investment) in a Country that is moving towards the Fully Developed Economy status compared to
the lesser opportunities that a Fully Developed one can offer. For sure there is a higher risk to be

carefully evaluated and considered as growth can be delayed or even stopped by external and
internal factors but these negative facts can be partially forecasted and normally avoided provided
the Country one chooses for his investment is within safe parameters and fundamentals as shown in
the house of sustai a le gro th ta le.
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A good example of sustainable growth
with all the parameters almost at the
right place is given by Malaysia.
Someone might be saying that Malaysia
is not performing well in some areas but
this fact joint to the overall decent
performance and by adding in the big
room for improvement that some
negative indexes are showing allows a
ECONOMIC GROWTH PLANNING AND EXECUTION
quite positive medium long term
STABLE AND DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT
outlook. I always say that there are
more opportunities in being within the top 10 compared to be the first as this last one must defend
its standing while the others are atta ki g through better performance. As these statements are
showing we have been talking about economic performance long before start looking into the
Propert Market a d if e a t to e d up there e ust alk through a Ma ro to Mi ro analysis
hi h starts fro the Cou tr ’s gro th pla i g a d goes do to state perfor a e first a d e ds
within smaller areas economic development. From here it will be possible to understand the current
and future performances, population growth together with per capita income and its distribution
which will lead us to a proper forecast of the Property Market performance.
Malaysia present and future
Ho
a
e defi e if a Cou tr ’s perfor a e is good or ad? I s ie e la oratories ha e
comparison scales and parameters, in an Economic Analysis over a defined Country growth we can
also use a comparison between the Country and better performing ones. This will allow us to see the
strong and weak points of Malaysian current performance and possibly help us in better
understanding the path for future growth and improvement. The table below shows the basic
indexes of the 2013 performance of several fully developed Countries from around the world and
Mala sia’s o es. Briefl e a sa that a ou tr MU“T ha e positi e gro th as the GDP Gross
Domestic Product) growth we can derive the raise or decline of per-capita income and consequently
the
spending
capacity
of
its
population.
Malaysian
performance is not
up to expectations as
the outlook was for a
5.2 to 5.5% but still is
performing
much
better and stably if
compared to the

others in the chart. Government debt which has been recently totally recalculated by Bank Negara
as . % for the Q
is a para eter to easure the effi ie
of a Cou tr ’s Go er e t.
Theoreti al guideli es are setti g a health a d a agea le li it at % a d e just hit it. We’ll
need to see which measures the Government will introduce to ensure that we will not increase and
possibly reduce it. Again from a general comparison we can again say the even though Malaysia is
not a top performer when compared to others supposed to do better is decently scoring.
Government deficit as percentage of GDP is another tool to evaluate the efficient performance of
the Government spending as is showing the over or under spending compared to the budget and
inland tax revenue. The poor result is leaving plenty of room for improvement and the Malaysian PM
has been committing his Government in reducing this index below or par to 3.5% by this year end.
We eed to ait a d see if the ’ll e a le to a hie e it. The Bala e of the urre t a ou t is
showing how much a Country is capitalizing on internal resources and how strong is its trading
appeal. Malaysia is surely a Country rich of natural resources such as oil, gas, minerals, palm oil and
rubber. The Malaysian SMEs have been able to leverage on this natural gift and through an
appropriate use of it keep the balance of the current account in positive waters. The outlook for this
index should be quite positive as with a weak Malaysian Ringgit, as we have at the moment,
Malaysian products will be much more attractive in general if compare to the last year. Inflation is
on a growing trend and it will possibly become worst during the next 12 months as GST is going to be
i ple e ted e t ear i April a d, ased o
hat I’ e see i other ou tries arou d the orld
during the past decades, will surely push up the consumer price index at unfortunately higher level.
Hopefully the Government will be enough fast and efficient to control and regulate as much as
possible indiscriminate raise of the basic products. In this way there will be a rational control over an
index which might be badly affecting future trend of growth for our Economy. Last but not least
unemployment index shows an extremely healthy labor market with logically growing wages and
very low impact on the Government debt due to an almost 100% employment in the Country. In the
table everyone can see the devastating effect of higher unemployment on the Government debt for
countries like US, Europe or UK.
A positive sign of
growth
of
the
Malaysian Economy
is surely given by the
steady
up-going
trend of per-capita
income during the
past decade. On a
Malaysian basis we
have
today
an
average
monthly
gross income per
capita of RM4,400
with
a
wealth
distribution as per
the table below
showing a not yet up

to the best result but surely an improving one.
How does Propenomics applies
There is still a lot to be said before entering in detail into an analysis of the current Property Market
perfor a e a d its possi le outlook ut si e o , looki g at hat I’ e said a o e a d, a o e all,
considering the last table showed we can already define that the Property Market supply related to
residential properties should be following the wealth distribution fact file and offering at least 20%
of houses as low and medium low cost apartment, 20% as high end products and at least 60% as
affordable housing schemes. It might be appearing as a too simplistic categorization and for sure,
with the introduction to Propenomics given above it is too simplified. Its full explanation will require
at least another couple of pages and I’ goi g to prepare it for the e t issue here e ill see
together how Propenomics can show you on a state by state basis the precise subdivision of the
current market demand and we will compare it to the current offer of residential properties. All this
of course will come after the completion of the economic growth performance analysis broken down
to a state level as this will permit a better understanding of sustainable or unsustainable areas of
property development.
Sources: Napic Property market Report 2013, CIMB, RAM, Malaysian Department of Statistics, REI
Archives
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